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The study of the difference between
vascular and biological age among
patients with arterial hypertension
after optimal antihypertensive and
hypolipidemic treatment
Abstract
Aim: The purpose of this study was to assess the difference between Vascular
(VA) and Biological age (BA) among pts with arterial hypertension (AH) after
optimal antihypertensive and hypolipidemic treatment.
Material and Methods: The current non-interventional study began in February
2019 and 200 patients (pts) were included in the study. At Visit 1 the doctor
collected information on age, sex, early family history of cardiovascular diseases
(CVD), diabetes mellitus (DM) and other CV risk factors, smoking habits, obesity,
BP values, lipid levels: low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C), high-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (HDL-C), and triglycerides (TG), SCORE scale for noninterventional study. The information was collected on CV risk and VA as well.
Pts have been prescribed treatment with rosuvastatin, valsartan (Val), or Val/
hydrochlorothiazide (HCTZ), or amlodipine (Aml). At Visit 2 the doctor collected
information on BP values, lipid levels: LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG.
Results: Total VA was initially 73.8 ± 2.2 y.o., after treatment 65.5 ± 1.8 y.o.
(p<0.001), the difference between VA and BA was initially 13.7 ± 1.2 y., after
treatment 5.6 ± 0.8 y.
Conclusion: The difference between VA and BA among pts with AH was reduced
by almost 2.5 times as a result of optimal antihypertensive and hypolipidemic
treatment (p< 0.001).
Keywords: Total cholesterol; Low-density lipoprotein cholesterol; High-density
lipoprotein cholesterol; Triglycerides; Vascular age; Biological age

INTRODUCTION

calcium channel blockers or diuretic with several combinations
of ARBs and using a different dosage of combined components
(single-pill combination - SPC) give preference and comfort to the
treatment (5). Adding ARB reduces negative metabolic actions
associated with diuretics, such as hypokalemia, hyperuricemia,
and impaired glucose tolerance. Improving venous return to the
heart ARB normalizes capillary hydrostatic pressure and thus,
it negatively affects amlodipine in most people with edema (6).

Cardiovascular disease is leading cause (32%) of all deaths
worldwide (1). Prevention of atherosclerotic CVD (ASCVD)
both through lifestyle changes and medical treatment remains a
major issue (2). Disorders of lipid metabolism in pts with AH
play a crucial role in the development of CV complications (3).
According to the statistics of 2020 age-adjusted average primary
morbidity from systolic blood pressure (SBP)≥140 mm Hg and
diastolic blood pressure (DBP) ≥ 90 mm Hg of AH pts in ESC
member countries was 24.8% (IQR 19.8 – 28.5 %) (4).

More than 60% of hypertensive pts have hypercholesterolemia.
Adherence to both drugs in pts starting antihypertensive and
hypolipidemic therapy is considered to be higher (more than
34%) (7).

The latest 2018 ESC/ESH guidelines on the management of AH
give preference to the administration of two drugs combination:
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

and secondary prevention. Pts without CVD in recent medical
history, receiving hypolipidemic and antihypertensive treatment
were included in primary prevention, but the group of secondary
prevention included the pts with CVD in the recent medical
history and getting hypolipidemic and antihypertensive treatment.
The VA was defined by a special VA calculator according to the
guidelines of the ESC.

This non-interventional study has been conducted for over 3
months. 200 pts were included in the study. Enrolment of pts
started in February of 2019. The attending doctor made 2 visits
during the follow-up period: Visit 1 - including the patient into
the study (week 0 - starting); Visit 2 - control and the result after
3 months treatment.

Ethical principles and personal data

At Visit 1 the doctor collected information for the noninterventional study on age, gender, early CVD family story, DM
and other CVD risk factors, smoking habits, obesity, BP values,
and lipid levels: LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG, about CV risk and VA.
The pts were administered rosuvastatin, valsartan, or combined
treatment with Val: HCTZ or Aml were prescribed. Initial
dosage treatment with rosuvastatin was started based on LDL-C
levels, ten-year CV risk, and possible adverse drug reaction risk
assessment. Treatment with Val or Val/HCTZ or Aml was started
according to initial values of BP and risk assessment of possible
adverse events.

The patient’s personality was kept secret and was only known to
the doctor. All clinical data were collected according to the law
on confidentiality of the country.
Statistic analysis
The efficiency parameters were considered to be random variable
relative scales. Descriptive statistical data were presented for
the analysis of variables: smaller and larger values, numerical
average, standard inclination, standard error of the mean.
The sample being big the asymptotic Z criterion was used to
estimate differences between two variable measurements in
the same population. The asymptotic 95% confidence interval
was analogously used to differentiate the intervals. The statistic
indicators presented for statistics are as follows: N-quantity of
pts, %-percent, max- maximum value, min – minimum value,
CI - 95% Confidence Interval.

At Visit 2 the doctor collected information on BP values, lipid
levels: LDL-C, HDL-C, and TG according to with method and
schedule attached to the working protocol of continuous work on
VA on primary prevention. The tolerability of the treatment was
assessed by the adverse reactions occurring from the moment of
application to the corresponding visit.

RESULTS

Dosage

The mean age of the pts included in the study was 60±10.6 years
(min 26, max 90), 103 (51.5%) men and 97 (48.5%) women.
BMI of the examined pts was 27.9±4.1 kg/ m2 (min19.0, max
41.0).

Doses of statin: rosuvastatin - 10 mg, 20 mg and 40 mg. Doses
of sartan: Val - 80 mg and 160 mg. Doses of sartan/HCTZ: Val
80 mg/HCTZ 12.5 mg, Val 160 mg/HCTZ 12.5 mg and Val 160
mg/HCTZ 25 mg. Doses of Aml/Val: Aml 5 mg/Val 80 mg; Aml
5 mg/ Val 160 mg and Aml 10 mg/Val 160 mg.

At the beginning of the study 109 pts (54.5%) received
hypolipidemic, 139 pts (69.5%) antihypertensive treatment, but
91 pts (45.5%) did not have hypolipidemic, and 61 pts (30.5%)
antihypertensive treatment. The previous percentage in the
next findings was calculated regarding all pts and the next one
concerning those who are receiving treatment at present.

Criteria for the use of medicine
Pts of both genders with hyperlipidemia. Extensive information
on the prevention of pregnancy in pts of reproductive age and the
use of contraceptive measures have been provided.

The following has been taken into account in evaluating the
clinical efficacy: levels of BP and LDL-C. BP of all pts should
be reduced to 140/90 mm Hg or lower, in well- tolerated pts to
130/80, but not lower than ˂ 120 mm Hg. In pts with moderate
CV risk, the target level of LDL-C should be <3.0 mmol/L.
The target level of LDL-C in pts with CV risk should be < 2.6
mmol/L or if LDL-C initially varies between 2.6 and 5.2 mmol/L
it should be either equal or lower by >50%. In pts with high CV
risk, the target level of LDL-C is to be <1.8 mmol/L or with
LDL-C initially varying between 1.8 and 3.5 mmol/L it should
be equal or lower by > 50%.

As a continuation of the hypolipidemic treatment Rosuvastatin 10
mg was administered to 59 pts (29.5%), 20 mg to 82 pts (41%),
40 mg to 26 pts (13.0%), in general it was re- administered to
167 (83.5%) pts, 10 mg to 68 (34%) pts, 20mg to 55 pts (27.5%),
40 mg to 8 (4.0%) pts, thus, it was totally continued in 131 pts
(65.5%). As a continuation treatment Valsartan in a dose 80 mg
was re- administered to 35 pts (17.5%), 160 mg to 18 pts (9.0%),
Aml/Val 5/80 mg to 15 pts (7.5%), 5/60 mg to 44 pts (22.0%),
10/160 mg to 22 pts (11.0%), Val/HCTZ 80/12.5 mg to 19 pts
(9.5%), 160/12.5 mg to 42 pts (21.0%), 160/25 mg to 5 pts
(2.5%). 63 pts (31.5%) continued with 80 mg Val, 37 pts (18.5%)
with 160 mg Val, 22 pts (11%) with Aml/Val 5/80 mg, 31 pts
(15.5%) with 5/160 mg, 4 pts (2.0%) with 10/160 mg, 13 pts
(6.5%) with Val/HCTZ 80/12.5 mg, 11 pts (5.5%) with 160/12.5
mg, 5 pts (2.5%) with 160/25 mg.

The participants were divided into groups getting primary

The Total Cholesterol level was initially 5.6±0.2 mmol/L (min

Medical exception criteria
Treatment threatening the patient’s health, severe and acute
diseases, the patient’s decision to withdraw from the study.
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2.7, max 9.2) (95% CI 5.4-5.8), after treatment 4.8±0.1 mmol/L
(min 2.0, max 7.9) (95% CI 4.7-5.0) (p <0.001) (Picture 1).
LDL-C level was initially 3.5±0.2 mmol/L (min 1.1, max 6.6;
95% CI 3.4-3.7), after treatment 2.8±0.1 mmol/L (min 0.8, max
6.6; 95% CI 2.7-2.9) (p<0.001). The triglycerides level was
initially 2.0±0.1 mmol/L (min 0.4, max 7.6; 95% CI 1.9-2.2),
after treatment 1.6±0.1 mmol/L (min 1.5, max 1.7; 95% CI 1.51.7) (p<0.001) (Figure 1.)

Figure 2. Changes in average values of SBP and DBP

Total VA was initially 73.8±2.2 (95% CI 71.66 - 75.97), after
treatment 65.5±1.8 (95% CI 63.65 - 67.32) (p<0.001). Initially,
the difference between VA and BA was 73.8±2.2 (95% CI 71.66
- 75.97), after treatment 5.6±0.8 (95% CI 4.78 - 6.38). The VA in
pts receiving primary prevention was initially 69.4±3.8 (95% CI
65.56 - 73.20), after treatment 61.5±3.1 (95% CI 58.47 - 64.61),
thus the difference between VA and BA was initially 11.4±2.0
(95% CI 9.39 - 13.40), after treatment 3.8±1.4 (95% CI 2.48 5.22). Initially VA of the pts aged 40-65 was 68.0±1.8 (95% CI
66.59 - 70.28), after treatment 61.0±1.5 (95% CI 59.39 - 62.42).
The difference between VA and BA initially was 12.7±1.2 (95%
CI 11.48 - 13.98), after treatment 5.4±0.9 (95% CI 4.45 - 6.33).
The VA of pts getting primary prevention was initially 64.0±2.7
(95% CI 60.90 - 66.36, after treatment 57.0±2.5 (95% CI 54.92 59.85). Initially, the difference between VA and BA was 9.4±1.6
(95% CI 7.78 - 11.02), after treatment 3.3±1.5 (95% CI 1.77 4.80) (Table 1, Figure 3, 4).

Figure 1. Changes in the lipid components’ mean values

Initial SBP level was 160.6±2.0 mm Hg (min 120, max 200; 95%
CI 158.6-162.7), after treatment 133.9±1.4 mm Hg (min 110,
max 160; 95% CI 132.4-135.3) (p<0.001). Initial DBP level was
94.1±1.1 mm Hg (min 70, max 140; 95% CI 92.9-95.2), after
treatment 83.0±1.1 mm Hg (min 70, max 100; 95% CI 81.8-84.1)
(p<0.001) (Figure 2).

Table 1. The difference between vascular and biological age
Findings

Visit 1

Visit 2

Vascular age
Total

73.8±2.2 (95% CI 71.66 - 75.97)

65.5±1.8 (95% CI 63.65 - 67.32)*

Primary prevention

69.4±3.8 (95% CI 65.56 - 73.20)

61.5±3.1 (95% CI 58.47 - 64.61)*

Age 40-65

68.0±1.8 (95% CI 66.59 - 70.28)

61.0±1.5 (95% CI 59.39 - 62.42)*

Age 40-65, primary prevention

64.0±2.7 (95% CI 60.90 - 66.36)

57.0±2.5 (95% CI 54.92 - 59.85)*

The Difference between Vascular and Biological age
Total

13.7±1.2 (95% CI 12.53 - 14.94)

5.6±0.8 (95% CI 4.78 - 6.38)*

Primary prevention

11.4±2.0 (95% CI 9.39 - 13.40)

3.8±1.4 (95% CI 2.48 - 5.22)*

Age 40-65

12.7±1.2 (95% CI 11.48 - 13.98)

5.4±0.9 (95% CI 4.45 - 6.33)*

9.4±1.6 (95% CI 7.78 - 11.02)

3.3±1.5 (95% CI 1.77 - 4.80)*

Age 40-65, primary prevention
*- p<0.001(asymptotic Z test )
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as peripheral edema, and prevents hyperkale-mia (8).
Val and its combinations with Aml and HCTZ were administered
to the pts newly diagnosed with AH both as main and long-term
treatment with other antihypertensive drugs in our study. The
results obtained show the initial treat-ment with SPC to have
sufficient activity and contribute to the effective reduction of
arterial pressure. A significant reduction of SBP and DBP as a
result of treat-ment optimization mainly with SPC was observed
in our study (p<0.001). There was an absolute change in SBP
- 26.2 (-28.1, -24.3), relative change -15.9% (-17.0%, -14.9%),
absolute change in DBP-10.7 (-12.0, -9.3), relative change
11.0% (-12.4%, -9.7%). The target level of BP was achieved
in 64.5% of cases. Only 54.5% of the pts enrolled in the study
received hypolipidemic treat-ment mainly with Atorvastatin and
Rosuvastatin, but 45.5.% of them did not re-ceive hypolipidemic
treatment. It should be noted that during the study treatment
of hypolipidemia was optimized from Rosuvastatin 10mg,
20mg, 40 mg to 83.5.%. At the next stage, the hypolipidemic
treatment continued with repeated optimization of other doses of
Rosuvastatin in 65% of cases.

Figure 3. Changes in average values of Vascular age

Absolute change of TC was -0.75 (-0.87, -0.64), relative change
-11.9% (-13.8%, -9.8%), absolute change of LDL-C as a result
of the treatment was 10, 20 and 40 mg (-0.82,-0.59) doses of
rosuvastatin, relative change -16.9% (19.8%, -14.0%), absolute
change of TG -0.38 (-0.52, -0.23), relative change -3.7%
(-13.8%, 6.5%), absolute change of HDL-C 0.12 (0.09, 0.16),
relative change -15.7% (11.4%, 20.1%). So, the dynamics of all
lipid components was positive and the target level of LDL-C was
achieved in 69 cases.
According to Mikhin V.P. just after 12 weeks of treatment with
Rosuvastatin 10 mg, the TC level in the blood increased from
6.3±0.3mmol/L to 3.6±0.1 mmol/L, but the level of LDL-C from
4.2±0.2 mmol/L to 1.8±0.1 mmol/L, the level of TG from 2.2±0.1
mmol/L 1.7±0.1 mmol/L, but the level of HDL–C increased from
1.02±0.03 mmol/L to 1.12±0.04 mmol/L (p<0.05) (9).

Figure 4. The Difference between Vascular and Biological age

DISCUSSION
It is significant that 139 pts (69.5%) initially involved in the study
received antihypertensive treatment with Lisinopril, HCTZ,
Amlodipine, Ramipril, Enal-april, and Indapamide. 30.5%
of them were not given antihypertensive treatment at all. It is
important to note that antihypertensive treatment was optimized
to 100% in the course of treatment. 34% of the pts started to
receive monotherapy with Val 80 and 160 mg and 66% of them
were given combined therapy, includ-ing Aml/Val 5/80 mg, 5/160
mg, 10/160 mg, Val/HCTZ 80/12.5 mg, 160/12.5mg, 160/25 mg.
The next antihypertensive treatment stage continued in 93% of
the pts with repeated optimization of Val and its combina-tions
with Aml, HCTZ. There have been increasing recommendations
in the ESC Guidelines initial switching to combined treatment
of definite pts with BP for quicker achieving and maintaining
the target blood pressure recently. The ACE or ARB inhibitors,
thiazide diuretics, and calcium channel blockers are included in
the first-line drugs to start the antihypertensive treatment (5).

Soureti A. compared the perception of risk by the participants
and their readiness to change their lifestyle connected with CVD,
the traditional format of the-10-year–risk percentage of CVD or
VA in the same way. Vascular risk had a great emotional impact
on people with high stroke risk and consequently, contributed to
a healthy lifestyle (10).
We calculated the VA of the pts aged 40-65 receiving general
primary prevention and those aged 40-65 having primary
prevention in the current study. VA is an obvious measurement
to be easily calculated and it defines the clinical course of
the disease for the patient. Consequently, the effectiveness
of antihypertensive and hypolipemic treatment can be easily
assessed by this measurement. VA was determined among
different categories of the participants in the study. As expected,
the highest VA was observed in the subgroup of the general
VA of all participants, but the lowest was in the pts aged 4065 in the subgroup receiving primary prevention. The difference

SPC treatment is clear to simplify the therapy and optimize longterm adherence. The combination of Val with Aml or HCTZ
provides blood pressure control, re-duces undesirable reactions,
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between VA and BA lowest values was registered in the subgroup
receiving primary prevention, i.e. VA in those having no CV
complications and aged ≤ 65 is closer to the BA, but negative
effects of risk factors, CV complications, and VA growth with
the age are equivalent to increase of CV risk. The severity of the
patient’s condition and the effectiveness of the therapy on this
measurement can be observed before initiation of treatment.

CONCLUSION
•

As a result of the optimization of treatment with Valsartan
and its combinations, as Amlodipine, HCTZ the relative
change in SBP was -15.9%, in DBP - 11.0%. Thus, there was
a significant reduction both in SBP and in DBP (p<0.001).

•

The relative change in TC was –11.9%, LDL-C –16.9%,
triglycerides–3.7%, HDL-C – 15.7%. So, there was a
significant reduction in the dynamics of all lipid components
(p<0.001).

•

As a result of optimal antihypertensive and hypolipidemic
treatment, the difference between Vascular and Biological
age among pts with AH in registered encounters different
medical institutions of Baku was almost decreased by 2.5
times (p<0.001).
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Abstract
Aim: Theoretically, off-pump coronary artery bypass appears to have less impact
on kidney function. We estimated the primary marker of renal dysfunction in
patients with high surgical risk who underwent off-pump and on-pump coronary
artery bypass.
Material and Methods: We retrospectively analysed 1339 patients with high
surgical risk who underwent isolated coronary artery bypass grafting. Patients
were divided into two groups: Off-pump (n=672) and On-pump (n=667) coronary
artery bypass. We measured kidney function tests for five days after surgery and
before discharge and then compared the results with preoperative levels.
Results: In the On-pump group, a statistically significant increase in creatinine
concentration was observed on the fifth day after surgery (p=0.0001) and it
persisted until the patient’s discharge (p = 0.043). In the Off-pump group, a
statistically significant difference was noted on the fifth day (p = 0.054); however,
before discharge from hospital, the statistical significance was not revealed
(p=0.735). The patients with chronic kidney disease after on-pump CABG had
a statistically significant increase in urea level (p=0.0021) postoperatively, and
more frequent need for hemodialysis Off-pump 2% (n=3), On-pump 7.3% (n=12),
p=0.28.
Conclusion: Off-pump coronary artery bypass showed a less negative impact
on kidney function than surgery with extracorporeal circulation and can be
recommended for high-risk surgical patients.
Keywords: Ischemic heart disease, off-pump, CABG, renal dysfunction, renal
insufficiency, creatinine, surgical complications, high risk

INTRODUCTION

Off-pump coronary artery bypass (OPCAB) eliminates the use
of CPB and cardioplegia; therefore, a negative influence on a
physiologic condition associated with CPB can be avoided.

The coronary artery bypass grafting is one of the leading surgical
methods for treating coronary heart disease. Despite improvements
in surgical techniques, postoperative renal dysfunction remains a
severe complication of coronary revascularisation surgery that is
associated with significant increases in morbidity and mortality.
The cause of renal dysfunction after surgery is multifactorial.
Considerable contributors include the patient's clinical status,
cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB)-related events, hypotension,
renal hypoperfusion, hypothermia, microemboli in the renal
vasculature, stimulation of the inflammatory response, and
increased levels of circulating catecholamines, cytokines (1).

During the last decades, several studies have shown that offpump coronary revascularisation results had better outcomes
for patients with high surgical risk than conventional, on-pump
coronary revascularization (2,3).
The use of off-pump coronary bypass grafting in high-risk
surgical patients raises the necessity of assessing kidney function
after surgery.
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The purpose of this study was to assess the kidney function in
patients with coronary artery disease from the high-risk group
based on the analysis of the immediate results of myocardial
revascularisation on the beating-heart technique (off-pump) or
cardiopulmonary bypass (on-pump).

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The study is based on a retrospective analysis of surgical
treatment results of consecutive 1339 patients with coronary
artery disease and high surgical risk who underwent primary,
isolated, non-emergency coronary revascularisation between
January 2003 and December 2015. Patients were divided into
two groups: the off-pump group (n=672, beating heart surgery)
and the on-pump group (n = 667, cardioplegic arrest and CPB). In
both groups, complete coronary revascularisation was attempted.
The off-pump group’s average age was 69.6±7.4 years; the onpump group included patients with a mean age of 69.8±7.7 years.

Figure 1.Dynamics of plasma creatinine concentration

A statistically significant increase in creatinine concentration
was observed in the on-pump group on the third day after
surgery (initial value was 117.9±18.4 mmol/ L; on the third day
19±42.6 mmol/ L; p = 0.0013). The creatinine level reached its
maximum values on the fifth day after the operation (initial value
was 117.9±48.4 mmol/ L; on the fifth day 223±42.6 mmol/ L;
p= 0.0001). The statistical significance remained until the patient
was discharged (baseline mean creatinine level was 117.9±18.4
mmol / L; before discharge from the hospital 148±22.6 mmol/
L; p= 0.043).

The average EuroSCORE for patients who underwent off-pump
revascularisation was 7.0±1.8; the EuroSCORE II was 4.32±1.9%.
For the on-pump group, EuroSCORE and EuroSCORE II were
7.15±1.6 and 4.73±1.2% respectively.
315 out of 1339 patients had chronic kidney disease (CKD) I
- III degrees before surgery. In the off-pump group, CKD was
observed in 151 (23%) patients, and in the on-pump group in 164
patients (25%).

In the off-pump group, a statistically significant difference was
observed on day 3 after surgery (initial mean creatinine level was
115±20.7 mmol / L; on day 3 149.4 ± 31.6 mmol / L; p= 0.036),
on fifth day (p = 0.054) and no statistical significance was found
before discharge from the hospital (p= 0.735).

To assess the effect of CPB and OPCAB on renal function and
possible kidney damage, we observed the dynamics of such
indicators as creatinine, cystatin C, urea, and we also calculated
GFR.

Plasma cystatin C is another marker of kidney dysfunction.
This marker’s level was higher in patients undergoing CABG
with cardiopulmonary bypass than patients operated on by the
OPCAB technique at all stages of the early postoperative period.
In the on-pump group of patients, there was a tendency for a
gradual increase in plasma cystatin C level throughout the early
postoperative period. The cystatin C level was significantly
higher than the baseline values on day 3 and 5 after the surgery
and before discharge compared with the baseline data, p <0.05
(Figure 2).

The statistical analysis of the data was performed using the
program STATISTICA4.0 (StatSoft, USA). Comparative
analysis was performed by nonparametric methods which do
not require normal distribution. Descriptive characteristics were
presented as mean±standard deviation for normally distributed
data and median (first quartile; third quartile) for non-normally
distributed numeric data. The study results were taken as
statistically significant with a value of p˂0.05 and percentage
(95% confidence interval (CI) lower bound, 95% CI upper
bound) for categorical data with CI calculation using the Wilson
formula.

RESULTS
With the observation of plasma creatinine concentration in the
early postoperative period in the on-pump group, the creatinine
level was significantly higher than in the OPCAB group and
varied within more comprehensive limits.
In the group of patients operated according to the standard
technique with CPB, the maximum increase was noted on the
fifth day after surgery and the mean value was 223.7±52.7 mmol/
L; whereas, in the OPCAB group, the maximum increase was
noted on the third day and the average value was 148±36.5
mmol/ L (Figure 1).

Figure 2. Dynamics of plasma cystatin C concentration.
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In the off-pump group, there was no significant increase in the
level of cystatin C in plasma compared to the baseline data,
p> 0.05 for all periods of the postoperative period; while the
maximum values were noted on the 3rd day after surgery. After
three days of the postoperative period, the cystatin C level in
the OPCAB group gradually decreased and returned to the initial
values by discharge from the hospital.

The decreased GFR level was the most common cause of acute
kidney injury (AKI), which required hemodialysis (Table 1).

In the group of high-risk patients with CKD who underwent
coronary artery bypass grafting with cardiopulmonary bypass,
there was also a statistically significant increase in urea level
over time, p = 0.0021 (Figure 3).
In the CABG + CPB group, the maximum increase in creatinine,
cystatin C and urea was observed on the fifth day after
revascularisation. The increase in these kidney function markers
was statistically significant and may indirectly indicate the
damaging effect of CPB on kidney function. As for GFR, which
is one of the primary markers of renal function, its decrease in
the OPCAB group did not have statistically significant values,
while in the on-pump group there was a statistically significant
decrease in comparison with the baseline, p <0.05 (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Dynamics of plasma urea concentration

Table 1. Acute kidney injury requiring hemodialysis in patients with chronic kidney disease

AKI requiring hemodialysis

off-pump (n-151)

on-pump (n-164)

OR

95% CI

р

3 (2.0%)

12 (7.3%)

3.89

1.08-14.08

0.028

DISCUSSION

CONCLUSION

After cardiac surgery, the incidence of acute renal failure can
reach up to 30% of cases and 1.2–3% of which can require
hemodialysis. The prognosis in patients requiring hemodialysis
is poor because it increases the length of hospital stay and leads
to an extremely high mortality rate of 43–63% (4).

Based on the data, it can be concluded that off-pump coronary
artery bypass has a much smaller negative effect on kidney
function than on-pump surgery with cardiopulmonary bypass.
We
recommend
performing
off-pump
myocardial
revascularisation in high-risk patients with coronary artery
disease as it is associated with a significantly lower number of
postoperative renal complications than conventional coronary
surgery with CPB.

The occurrence of acute kidney injury depends on many factors,
such as the method of surgical intervention - with or without
cardio-pulmonary bypass, preoperative and postoperative care,
and whether the patient has CKD before surgery.
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conflict of interests.

There is currently no clear evidence of the effectiveness of any
prophylactic interventions or therapeutic approach to prevent
AKI. Identifying patients at high risk for postoperative AKI before
surgery can help surgeons provide much more detailed informed
patient consent, improve clinical perioperative management, and
optimise healthcare resource usage, all of which are clinically
vital (5,6).
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Our results confirmed other author’s opinions on fewer
complications from the kidneys in the group of patients who
underwent minimally invasive myocardial revascularisation
(7-9). Our results were also consistent with other researchers'
data on a smaller number of hemodialysis cases in patients who
underwent off-pump coronary revascularization (10).
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Comparative evaluation of bis monitor
indicators and stress hormone levels
the adequacy of anesthesia
Abstract
Aim: The aim of our research is to study the role of monitoring BIS (bispectral
index) and stress hormones in assessing the adequacy of general anesthesia for
extensive surgical interventions for severe abdominal pathologies.
Material and Methods: The research was conducted on 92 patients who underwent
severe and traumatic surgical operations due to various surgical pathologies of
the abdominal cavity. Throughout the surgical procedure, the level of general
anesthesia and consciousness was assessed using the BIS monitor, as well as other
indicators and the state of miorelaxation based on the electromyographic (EMG)
index of the frontal muscles.
Results: The research results were analyzed and evaluated in 3 stages: 1st - initial,
preoperative; 2nd - the most traumatic, stressful moments of the operation, and
finally - 30 minutes after the end of the operation.
Conclusion: Consequently, it is important to think that general anesthesia should
be based on hemodynamic, metabolic data, BIS and EMG data as indicators
of adequate anesthesia. Management of the adequacy of general anesthesia are
based on hormonal indicators of a stressor, clinical assessment of ACTH, cortisol
and other hormonal indications that may not be achieved at this particular time,
i.e., during anesthesia, for the clinical evaluation of these hormones, cannot be
considered acceptable due to delay.
Keywords: Anesthesia adequacy, BIS monitoring, stress hormones

INTRODUCTION

anesthesia. From hormonal indicators, ACTH and cortisol, as
well as neurophysiological parameters, electroencephalogram
monitoring (EEG) and BIS (bispectral index) (15-23), each
of these have its own specific place and role in assessing the
adequacy of general anesthesia (24,25).

Neuroendocrine reactions resulting from surgical stress can
occur through two major hormone secretion systems. These two
systems are the hypothalamus - the pituitary gland - the adrenal
glands and the sympathetic - adrenomedullary system. The first
system includes the release of ACTH and cortisol, and the second
- the release of norepinephrine from peripheral nerve endings and
adrenaline from the cerebral cortex (1-4). The main task for the
anesthetist is to create optimal conditions for surgery and protect
the patient from these neuroendocrine disorders (5-8).

Design
It was possible to study the role of monitoring BIS and stress
hormones in assessing the adequacy of general anesthesia
for extensive surgical interventions for severe abdominal
pathologies.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The adequacy of the anesthesia performed can be evaluated
based on various parameters of homeostasis, usually changes in
the clinical, hormonal, neurophysiological and metabolic status
(9-14). These indicators constitute criteria for the adequacy of

The research was conducted on 92 patients who underwent
severe and traumatic surgical operations due to various surgical
pathologies of the abdominal cavity in the Ministry of Health
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of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Scientific Surgery Center named
after M.Topchubashov and Republican Hospital named after
A.Heydarov of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Patients aged 21–
79 years, with an average height of 165.8±1.3 cm (152–182 cm),
average weight of 77.7±3.0 kg (42–109 kg), 52 men (56.5%) and
40 women (43.5%).

during operations on organs in the middle and lower regions.
As a test dose, 10-15 mg of 0.5% marcaine or napropine was added
to the epidural cavity. After 4-5 minutes, that is, after confirming
that the epidural catheter is in the epidural cavity, induction for
anesthesia begins. Afterwards anesthesia, against the background
of hemodynamic stability, the main dose of local anesthetics
(40-60 mg, i.e. 5-7.5 mg per spinal segment) was injected into
the epidural cavity. During the operation, repeated doses of 1020 mg local anesthetics were used. Standard premedication for
patients (evening tranquilizers per.os 1 hour before taking the
induction of anesthesia, benzodiazepines + opioid analgesics +
antihistamines are injected into the muscles). Cholinolytics were
administered intravenously according to instructions. One of the
central veins (subclavian vein or internal jugular vein) for all
patients were catheterized.

The following surgical operations were performed on the
patients: gastrectomy - 7 (7.6%); thoracoscopic resection of the
esophagus - 10 (10.9%); pancreatoduodenal resection (PDR) 5 (5.4%); gastric resection by Bilrots II method - 17 (18.4%);
anterior resection of the rectum with insertion of a sigmoid rectal
anastomosis - 8 (8.7%); hemicolectomy - 9 (9.8); resection of
sigmoid colon with transverso-recto anastomosis - 9 (9.8%);
extrusion of the rectum with the formation of anus preternaturalis
- 2 (2.2%); total colectomy with the creation of three ileostomas
- 4 (4.4%) and 21 (22.8%) other operations.

For the induction of anesthesia we used dimedrol 10-20 mg,
dormicum (5-10 mg) or diazepam (10mg), opioid analgesics
(morphine 10 mg or omnopon 20mg) , for curarization
pipecuronium-bromide (arduan) 0.05-0.06 mg/kg, ketamine
(calipsol) 2.5-3 mg / kg or thiopental-Na 2.5-3 mg /kg.

52 out of the 92 patients (56.5%) identified the following
secondary pathologies: hypertension - 18 (19.6%); II - III grade
obesity - 5 (5.4%); type II diabetes mellitus - 12 (13.0%); mitral
valve disease - 3 (3.3%). In addition, 4 patients (4.5%) were
found to have hepatitis “C” and 6 patients had cachexia.

The patient had endotracheal intubation and connected to
artificial respiration apparatus (AR). Normal mode of ventilation
FiO2=0.4-0.5, mechanical ventilation was performed on forced
mode. As hypnotics and analgesic components of general
anesthesia were used isoflurane in sub- doses, ketamine or
thiopental-Na, fentanyl. All operations were performed as
planned after the patients underwent preoperative preparation.
Changes in homeostasis (hypovolemia, hypoalbuminemia,
water exchange, QTM and other disorders) as a result of basic
and related pathologies during surgical preparation have been
adjusted.

The research results were analyzed and evaluated in 3 stages:
1st - initial, preoperative; 2nd - the most traumatic, stressful
moments of the operation, and 3rd - 30 minutes after the end of
the operation.
Hemodynamic parameters included monitoring of systolic
(SAP), diastolic (DAP), mean (MAP) and pulse blood pressure
(PAP), central venous pressure (CVP) and heart rate (HR), as
well as continuous monitoring of the percentage of oxygen in
arterial blood. From these indicators, it means arterial pressure
was directly determined by the Hackelman formula, which
allows one to evaluate tissue perfusion levels. Pulse pressure was
calculated using the formula PAP=SAP - DAP and was taken
into account when determining the volume of infusion therapy
in combination with other hemodynamic parameters (CVP, HR,
etc.).

On the operating table, before the induction of anesthesia, after
sedation, patients were connected to the Ascept BIS monitor.
BIS monitoring was continued throughout the operation and
anesthesia. The level of anesthesia was rated as adequate when the
BIS monitor rate was 40-60%, over 60% superficial anesthesia,
under 40% there was a deep anesthesia. BIS monitor below 40%
was considered dangerous and was not allowed. During general
anesthesia, EMG was at a level of 30-80 dB, which indicates an
adequate level of miorelaxation.

Throughout the surgical procedure, the level of general anesthesia
and consciousness was assessed using the BIS monitor (bispectral
index), as well as other indicators and the state of miorelaxation
based on the electromyographic (EMG) index of the frontal
muscles.

RESULTS

The general somatic status of patients corresponded to risk
level III-IV with ASA classification. Patients who underwent
endotracheal anesthesia in combination with an epidural
component are first injected with 500-800 ml of crystalloid
solution in one of the peripheral veins. Under local anesthesia
(0.5% novocaine solution), the epidural cavity was identified
and catheterized according to the principle based on the loss of
fluid resistance in the syringe. The end of the epidural catheter is
placed at the level of the VI-VII during operations on the upper
floor of the abdominal cavity and at the level of the VIII-IX

In a normal concentration, ACTH in the blood was taken as
9-63.3 pg/ml. As shown in Table 1, the concentration of ACTH
at stage 1 was 89.05±3.24 pg/ml, which is 1.41 times higher than
the upper limit of normal. This can be explained by the fact that,
despite adequate care for the patient, the preoperative stress factor
was not completely eliminated. The level of ACTH in stage 2
increased to 211.44 ±20.31 pg / ml, which was 2.37 times higher
(t1=6.7) than in stage 1. During the most traumatic period of the
operation, other indicators, such as hemodynamic indicators, BIS
monitors and EMG readings, indicate that anesthesia is adequate,
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but the level of ACTH is 3.33 times higher than normal. A very
important principle should be noted here. Thus, you should not
try to maintain the level of ACTH in the blood at a normal level
during the traumatic period of the operation. Achieving this
goal may be through the use of large doses of anesthetics and
analgesics, only these high doses increases anesthetic aggression,
increases the anesthesia risk, may cause hemodynamic, metabolic
and other disorders. As shown in table 2, AKTH levels decreased
to 71.72±2.39 pg/ml in phase III, which is 1.24 times higher than
in phase I (t1=7.6), compared with phase II 2.95 times (t1=7.1)
less.

After premedication, EMG in the I phase was 28.24±1.01. In the
II stage, i.e. as a result of exposure to muscle relaxants during
general anesthesia EMG decreased to 20.18± 2.01 and turned out
to be statistically more accurate, which is 1.4 times less (t1= 8.2)
than phase I. In Phase III, EMG increased to 29.14±1.08, which
was 1.44 times more than the II phase (t2=2.0), this also indicates
that the effect of muscle relaxants at the end of the operation is
over (p <0.01).
The nature of the correlations of the levels of stress hormones in
the blood with indicators of BIS and EMG are shown in table 3.
Table 3. Correlation of hormones with indicators of BIS and
EMG (n=57)

Table 1. Stage-dependent dynamics of hormone levels in patients
(n=18)
Indicators

Phases

Indicators

I

II

III

ACTH
(pg/ml)

89.05±3.24
(65-112.1)

211.44±20.31*
(102-363)

71.72±2.39
(53-90.6)

Cortizol
(n/mol/l)

714.79±44.86
(538-1254)

1230.92±72.45**
(955-1876)

675.87±65.08*
(169-1000)

Phases
ACTH

Cortizole

I

↓+**/↑+

↓+ /↑+

II

↓↓++ /↑↑+

↓↑+ / ↓↓ ++

III

↓+ /↓+

↓++ /↓ +

Character of the correlation: r<0,3 (+) weak; 0.3<r<0,7 (++)- medium;
r<0.7 (+++)- strong. ↑- straight; ↓-inverse. * p<0.05; **p<0.01

Statistical accuracy of differences between these indica- tors:*p<0.05;
**p<0.01

Phase I between ACTH and BIS (r =-0.07; t=3,0; p<0.01),
between prolactin and EMG (r=-0.04; t =1.3; p<0.05), there
is the opposite weak correlation, which is statistically correct
(Figure 1).

Normalization of the hormonal background can be explained by
the fact that 30 minutes after the end of the operation, the level of
surgical stress is reduced to a minimum and the patient is still in a
state of analgesia, before and after anesthesia. During this period,
i.e. stage 3, hemodynamic parameters within normal limits, BIS
monitor indicators also show more than 80% that the patient is
now in the awakening phase, at the same time, EMG indicators
show the disappearance of the miorelaxation phase.
The concentration of cortisol in the blood was taken at the level of
171-536 nmol/l. At the first stage of the study, the concentration
of cortisol in the blood was 714.79±44.86 nmol/l. In phase 2, the
level of cortisol in the blood increased to 1230.92±72.45 nmol/l,
which was 1.72 times higher than in phase 1 (t1 =13.8). In
phase 3, the concentration of cortisol decreased to 675.87±65.08
nmol/l, which was 1.06 times (t1=0.8) compared with phase 1
and 1.82 times (t1=10.1) compared to phase 2 (p<0.05).
When we look at the gradual dynamics of cortisol levels in the
blood, we see that it is the same as changes in ACTH.

Figure 1. Correlative relationships between ACTH, prolac- tin,
BIS and EMG

Table 2 shows the step-by-step estimates of the BIS and EMG
indicators.

Statistical accuracy of differences between indica- tors:*p<0.05;
**p<0.01

DISCUSSION

Table 2. Dynamics of BIS and EMG indicators (n=57)
Indicators

Therefore, it is important to think that general anesthesia should
be based on hemodynamic, metabolic data, BIS and EMG data as
indicators of adequate anesthesia. Management of the adequacy
of general anesthesia based on hormonal indicators of a stressor,
clinical assessment of ACTH, cortisol and other hormonal
indications that may not be achieved at this particular time, i.e.,
during anesthesia, for the clinical evaluation of these hormones,

Phases
I

II

III

BIS

95.95±0.48

52.02±0.14

96.07±0.12**

EMG

28.24±1.01

20.18±2.01

29.14±1.08*

Statistical accuracy of differences between indicators: compared to
phase II - *p<0.05; **p<0.01
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cannot be considered acceptable due to delay.

assessment of the functional status of the patient. The current
state of the problem. Bull Intensive Care. 2017;3:35-41.

CONCLUSION

9.

In conclusion, the approach to assessing the adequacy of general
anesthesia should be of two directions: scientific-clinical and
practical-clinical. The dynamics of the level of stress hormones
in the blood (ACTH, cortisol) and catecholamines is of great
scientific-clinical importance. From a practical point of view, the
assessment of the adequacy of general anesthesia during surgery
should be based on dynamic changes in clinical, BIS monitoring,
hemodynamics, ventilation, and metabolic homeostasis. These
indicators should be evaluated comprehensively and should
determine the course of general anesthesia. The acquisition of
hormonal and some metabolic parameters requires a certain time,
therefore, they have more scientific- clinical significance.

10. Averyanov DA, Bokatyuk SV, Schegolev AV, Tsygankov
KA. The ability to forecast the development of critical
incidents with planned surgical interventions in abdominal
surgery. Bull Intensive Care. 2016;2:80-4.
11. Weiler RV, Musaeva TS, Trembach NV, Zabolotskikh
IV. Critical incidents during combined anesthesia for
extensive abdominal surgery in elderly patients: the role
of the preoperative level of wakefulness. Anesthesiol
Resuscitation. 2016;61:352-6.

Considering that the components of anesthesia include loss
of consciousness, amnesia, analgesia, lack of activity and
weakening of the reaction of the autonomic nervous system to
damaging stimuli and stressors (not a complete drop), but to a
lesser extent), then this approach becomes fully justified.

12. Trembach NV, Weiler RV. Ways to reduce the risk of
developing intraoperative critical incidents in colorectal
surgery in elderly patients. Anesthesiol Resuscitation.
2018;63:56-61.
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Surgical treatment of postinfarction
ventricular septal defect: Lessons from
our results
Abstract
Aim: Post-infarction ventricular septal defect is the most serious complication
resulting in high mortality. This occurs in 0.2 - 0.5% of cases. With conservative
therapy, according to the reviewed literature, the mortality rate is approximately
90 - 100%. The only effective treatment for post-infarction ventricular septal
defect is surgical repair.
Material and Methods: From 2002 to 2018, retrospective analysis was performed
on 77 patients who underwent surgery for this pathology. The median age of the
patients was 59.9±9.59 years. Out of these patients, 55 (72.2%) are men and 22
(27.7%) are women. 15 (16.6%) patients were smokers, 31 (34.4%) patients
were diabetic and 70 (77.7%) patients had hypertension. The median fraction
was 43.9±10.4%. One coronary artery in 18 (20%) patients, 2 blood vessels in
32 (35.5%) patients, and 3 blood vessel tears in 40 (44.4%) patients. In our study
group, 14 (15.6%) patients underwent emergency surgery after hospitalization.
Within the first three days - 21 (23.3%) patients, and then within the week - 19
(21.1%) patients. On average, after admission to the hospital the operation was
performed within 7.8±7.7. 9 and (10%) patients were fitted with an intra-aortic
balloon counter pulsator (IABP). Out of the 90 patients, 83 (92.2%) underwent
surgery, and in 6 of the patients the peritoneal wall defect was removed by
percutaneous means. Aorto-coronary bypass surgery was performed in parallel
with 76 (91.6%) patients, the average number was 2.1±1.0 shunts. The left internal
carotid artery was used in 6 (7.2%) patients. 1 (1.2%) patient had a mitral valve
replacement. Left ventricular ventriculostomy was performed by the Daggett
method in 45 (54.2%) patients and by the David method in 31 (37.3%) patients.
Results: The 30-day mortality in our group was 25.9%, and according to the
literature, it occurs in 34-37%, although some authors mention 19-25%. Outcomes
are influenced by factors such as cardiogenic shock and the ejection of the part of
the heart. Also, in our group, survival rates are higher in patients who underwent
long- term surgery two weeks after the onset of ventricular septal defect associated
with the formation of fibrous tissue along the periphery of the necrotic site of
myocardial infarction.
Conclusion: As for the concomitant coronary artery bypass grafting in our
patients, no significant effect was observed in the early postoperative period.
Keywords: Rupture of the interventricular septum, heart failure, ventriculostomy,
aneurysmectomy

INTRODUCTION

period of a few hours to several days. With the implementation
of widely spread thrombolytic therapy, the frequency of such
complications has decreased from 1 – 3% to 0.3% (1). The process
of ventricular septum rupture development usually begins 8-24
hours after acute myocardial infarction (AMI), and the frequency
of such mechanical complications due to percutaneous coronary
intervention is lower than that after fibrinolytic therapy (2).

Ventricular septum rupture is a severe complication of acute
myocardial infarction leading to death. Ventricular septum
defect begins its development on the 2-8 days after myocardial
infarction and in the absence of surgical repair, most of such
patients die due to severe congestive heart failure within the
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Non-surgical repair of post-myocardial infarction ventricular
septum defect (post-MI VSD) has extremely negative outcomes.
Historical surveys showed that 50% of patients die in the first
week, 80% - within four weeks, and less than 10% survive after
one year (3). In the GUSTO-I research, the 30-day mortality
made up 47% in patients who had surgical repair against 94% in
patients who underwent drug therapy (4). Thus, surgical repair
of ventricular septum rupture (VSR) is the definitive treatment
of choice. Depending on the extent of the disease of a coronary
artery that feeds the ventricular septum, post-MI VSR is divided
into anterior, apical, and posterior. The posterior VSR, in
particular, may be followed by mitral valve regurgitation.

Three-vessel defect was found only in 24.6 % of cases. The most
frequent stenoses were observed in LAD (76.6%), RCA (70%)
was involved less frequently. LCX was even less frequently
affected (28.6%). The average period from VSR diagnosis and
its surgical repair made up 8.96 days.
Emergency surgery within 24 hours from the diagnosis was
performed in eight patients (12.3%), four (50%) of whom died.
Intra-aortic balloon pump was installed in 19 (24.7 %) patients,
8 (42.1%) of whom were delivered it pre-operatively (three of
these patients were selected for endovascular intervention), and
11 (57.9 %) – intra-operatively and in the early postoperative
period. A cardiogenic shock was observed in 8 (10.4 %) patients,
5 (62.5%) of whom died. Acute renal failure (ARF) developed in
4 (17.4%) patients in the pre-operative period, none of them died.
Hence, renal replacement therapy was not required. Hemorrhage
re-revision was performed in only one (1.3%) patient, who later
recovered and was discharged in satisfactory condition. All
patients were operated on with the use of standard heart-lung
bypass, except for six (7.8%) patients, operated on the fibrillating
heart without aortic clamp applied. Only one patient of those
six died. According to the statistics, there was no significant
difference in mortality rates in patients operated with heart-lung
bypass machines against patients operated on the fibrillating
heart (P-value 0.57). Pre-operative, intra-operative, and postoperative values comparison in survivors and non-survivors are
shown in Table 1.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
This study covers the analysis of surgical treatment results in
patients with infarcted ventricular septum defect operated in
Central Clinical Hospital (CCH) in Baku, Azerbaijan, and in
Amosov Institute of Cardiovascular Surgery of Ukraine. In these
patients the following data were taken into account: clinical and
demographic data, comorbidities, echocardiographic data, VSD
location, applying balloon pump (IABP), surgical tactics, and
outcomes of the disease.
Patients who developed multiple organ failure or who had died
before the decision on the surgery was made were excluded from
the research. Angiography was performed in all patients who were
later operated on. All patients underwent surgery using a heartlung machine with aortic compression, whereas, some patients
were operated on the fibrillating heart without aorta clamping.
Ventriculostomy of the left ventricle was performed through
the myocardial infarction zone in front or behind depending on
the affected area, respectively. The rupture was closed using a
Dacron patch and 4/0 proline suture with single sutures. The
left ventricle was sutured with a 3/0 prolene suture on Teflon
pads. Concomitant CABG was performed in some patients with
consideration to stenosis of coronary vessels. Patients who had
received inotropic support before surgery and were operated
on within 24 hours were considered urgent. Acute renal failure
(ARF) was rated according to the KIDCO classification, that is,
an increase in creatinine 1.5 times from basic values. In-hospital
30-day mortality was taken into account as the result of any
mortality within 30 days after surgery. Additional variables were
also considered, including the presence of cardiogenic shock,
time for heart-lung machine connection, time of aortic clamping,
ICU stay, and other complications involved such as revision for
hemorrhage and re-rupture of the septum.

Table 1. Operative values comparison in survivors and nonsurvivors in patients with post-MI VSD
Survivors Non-survivors
P
N= 57
N= 20
Blood hypertension

26(45.6%)

12(60%)

0.95

Diabetes

9(15.8%)

10(50%)

0.78

Pre-operative IABP

1(1.8%)

4(20%)

0.055

Ejection fraction

45.1±9.2

43±1.58

0.010

-

4(20%)

0.37

Door-to-surgery time

8.1±6.9

7.5±0.8

0.97

Bypass surgery
(number of patients)

42(73.7%)

12(60%)

0.26

Number of bypasses

2.23±1.2

2.16±0.6

0.34

Heart-lung bypass machine

172±55.7

234.9±73.1

0.89

Aortic compression

91.5±44.9

126±48.93

0.50

Anterior defect

34(59.6%)

12(60%)

0.43

Posterior defect

23(40.3%)

8(40%)

0.61

ICU time

7.95±11.01

7.5±6.2

0.21

Hospital stay

20.2±10.9

22.8±14.2

0.52

Creatinine 2

From 1998 to 2018, the post-MI VSD was operated on in 77
patients. 54 patients received a single–step aortocoronary
bypass grafting (CABG). The average age of the patients was
59.6±9.58 years old. In the series, there were analyzed 55 men
and 22 women. The majority of patients – 59 (76.6%) were in
the NYHA grade III before surgery, with an average ejection
fraction of 41.7%. Based on angiography, the patients mostly
had single- and two-vessel CAD (39% and 36.4%, respectively).

Univariate analysis of the comparisons has shown that the low
ejection fraction in the pre-operative period (P-value 0.010)
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and cardiogenic shock requiring the IABP installation (P-value
0.031) are the risk factors that determine surgical mortality.
Having analyzed both these risk factors, it was found out that
only cardiogenic shock was an independent risk factor for
operative mortality with an odds ratio of 2,17. As to the low
ejection fraction, it turned out a concomitant factor for operative
mortality. Additional revascularization of coronary arteries had
no impact on the survival rate.

in less than seven days after MI led to higher mortality than in
the case of surgery at a later date, more than seven days after MI
(54.1% against 18.4%, p<0.01) (9).
As it had been noted that acute renal failure (ARF) requiring
post-operative dialysis is an independent risk factor for mortality.
In our series, there is not a single patient who received renal
replacement therapy after surgery. In a like manner, other
studies have found that ventricular dysfunction harms early and
late survival. In our patients, no ventricular dysfunction was
observed.

RESULTS
So far post-infarction ventricular septum defect has remained one
of the most severe complications that cardiac surgeons have to
face today. Although with the introduction of reperfusion therapy
for acute myocardial infarction cases of VSD have decreased
from 1-3% to 0.17-0.31%, for the last 20 years mortality in the
groups of patients with post-infarction ventricular septum defect
remains high (1). In our study, the 30-day operative mortality
made up 25.9% which is much lower than reported in some
other series with mortality ranging from 34% to 37%. Yet, some
authors scored low death rates in the range of 19% to 25% (5).
When comparing survived and deceased patients by univariate
analysis, the presence of cardiogenic shock and low ejection
fraction were identified as operative mortality predictors. It was
evident in the works of Pang et al. (6) and Huang et al. (7), who
specified that the preserved ejection fraction made a positive
impact on early postoperative survival. Cardiogenic shock was,
in part, caused by the decrease in the affected area contractility
and the left-to-right bypass due to the defect.

54 (70.1%) patients were delivered a single-step coronary artery
bypass grafting (CABG). In the world practice, there is no
unequivocal opinion on the above. From the point of view of
Lundblad et al. (10), additional CABG reduces both early and
late mortality. Similarly, Perotta et al. (11) report a decrease in
mortality rate from 26.3% to 21.2% with CABG, respectively. On
the other hand, some series of studies assert the improvement in
the survival rate of patients with CABG in the long-term period,
while revascularization of the coronary arteries insignificantly
affects the early survival rate (12). Yet, in our study, we have not
found any statistically significant impacts of concomitant aortic
coronary bypass grafting both in the early and in the long-term
periods.
Closing VSR with endovascular methods is increasingly
recommended for patients at high risk of having surgery, both
as the background initial treatment and a temporary measure
to delay the surgery (13). It can also be used in patients with
hemodynamically significant recurrent ventricular septum
ruptures. The exception is large VSRs (D>15 mm), which are to
be only repaired surgically.

While some other studies defined the duration of aortic
compression and the increased time of extracorporeal circulation
as a predictor of early mortality, in the series we present, such an
association was not observed (5,6). Moreover, the mortality rate
did not change in our patients who operated on the fibrillating
heart without aortic compression.

Based on contemporary literature, 30-day mortality after
endovascular intervention ranges from 28% to 65%, while in
patients with cardiogenic shock mortality reaches 88% (5,13).

DISCUSSION

Based on the findings of some studies, the time interval between
diagnosing the VSR and its surgical repair is the primary condition
for success, that is, the best survival rate is observed after 2 weeks
from the defect detection since within this period fibrosis and
dense scar tissue are formed around (8). Thus, the frequency of
plastic reconstruction recurrence is reduced. In this connection,
many centers use mechanical support for hemodynamic
stabilization. In our studies, according to the ACC / AHA
recommendations, IABP was only used in 5 operated patients
in the pre-operative period and 11 patients intra-operatively. The
average period of delay before surgery made up 8.1±6.9 days and
7.5±0.8 days for survivors and non-survivors, respectively which
was statistically insignificant (P-value = 0.97). There have been
recorded in the literature that IABP improves survival, in our
case (P-value = 0.055). However, according to a hindsight study
based on the review of 2876 patients, among the patients with
IABP installed in pre-operative and intra-operative periods, the
mortality rate was higher [5]. Moreover, early recovery of VSR

Ventricular assistive devices can be a useful adjunct in the
elimination distress of one or both ventricles in the postoperative
period. Above that, their use in the preoperative period makes
it possible to postpone the surgery time. Ventricular assistive
devices allow better nourishment of peripheral organs and
restore the dormant myocardium. A similar approach was used
by LaTorre et al. (14), who mentioned the application of İmpella
auxiliary pump in patients with posterior VSR. In this series of
studies, low ejection fraction and the presence of cardiogenic
shock were identified as independent risk factors for early
mortality. However, based on multiple analyses using logarithmic
calculations, cardiogenic shock was recognized as an independent
risk factor, whereas the low ejection fraction was defined as a
concomitant variable of the risk factor for mortality. It means that
patients having cardiogenic shock with a lower ejection fraction
are more likely to die (5,6,12). Our findings confirm cardiogenic
shock as an independent risk factor (should we revascularize the
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affected coronary arteries in cardiogenic shock?), which goes in
line with the world data, and makes up 81%. Yet, we have scant
hindsight data that is statistically insignificant.

5.

Arnaoutakis GJ, Zhao Y, George TJ, et al. Surgical repair
of the ventricular septal defect after myocardial infarction:
outcomes from the Society of Thoracic Surgeons National
Database. Ann Thoracic Surg. 2012;94:436-43.

6.

Pang PY, Sin YK, Lim CH, et al. Outcome and survival
analysis of surgical repair of post-infarction ventricular
septal rupture. J Cardiothorac Surg. 2013;8:44.

7.

Although additional CABG has no significant effect in both early
or long-term periods, we have believed that for patients with low
operational risk and with multivessel coronary artery disease
cardiac revascularization should be performed.

Huang SM, Huang SC, Wang CH, et al. Risk factors and
outcome analysis after surgical management of ventricular
septal rupture complicating acute myocardial infarction: a
retrospective analysis. J Cardiothorac Surg. 2015;10:66.
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CONCLUSION
Our findings show that surgical mortality is significantly higher
in patients with low ejection fraction in the preoperative period
and those with cardiogenic shock, in particular.
In hemodynamically unstable patients, early administration of
IABP may enhance the results of surgery.
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Surgical treatment of
cardiopericardial echinococcosis
Abstract
Aim: In the article there was reviewed results of diagnostic metods and surgical
treatment 73 patients with echinococcosis of heart. The patients were divided
on two groups depending on nature of involvement: the 1st group — it was
insulated echinococcosis of heart/pericardium. The 2d group — it was combined
echinococcosis of heart and other organs (lungs or liver). Basic diagnostic
techniques were echocardiography and MSCT. In 75% case the patients were
operated in cardiopulmonary bypass; in 25% - without cardiopulmonary bypass.
Postoperative mortality was 6.8%. Spontaneous perforation and anaphylactic
shock were observed in 4.3% cases. Among not fatal complications there often
were observed rhytm disturbances.
Material and Methods: 73 (100%) patients had an echinococcosis of the heart
and underwent surgical treatment. Surgical intervention in 64.2% of cases was
performed under cardiopulmonary bypass (75.0±7.6 min) and cardioplegic arrest
(45.3±4.9 min) with median sternotomy.
Results: Total postoperative mortality in groups was 6.8% (5 patients). Nonfatal complications noted in 13 patients (17.8%). Heart failure was observed in
9(12.3%) patients.
Conslusion: Echinococcosis of the heart is an intracardiac infection, the treatment
of which is carried out according to all the rules of purulent-septic surgery.
Keywords: Cardiac echinococcosis, cardiopulmonary bypass, surgical treatment

INTRODUCTION

the heart and underwent surgical treatment.

Echinococcosis of the heart is rare, accounting for only up to
2.0% of all localizations of this zooanthroponosis (1-6). A small
number of studies on cardiac echinococcosis surgery attracts
attention (1,5,7). Some publications and clinical observations on
the diagnosis and surgical treatment indicate a lack of awareness
of clinicians about the diagnostic features and methods of
surgical treatment. However, in endemic areas, there is a fairly
“high” frequency of patients with heart echinococcosis, who
need surgical treatment.

Patients were divided into two groups depending on the nature 1st
group - 49 (67.1%) patients with isolated heart echinococcosis;
2nd group - 24 (32.8%) patients with combined echinococcosis
of the heart / pericardium and target organs (liver, lungs,
mediastinum) (Table 1).
The age of patients varied from 7 to 59 years old, averaged
31.6±1.55 years. Men were 36 (49.3%), women - 37 (50.6%).
Diagnosis of parasitic damage to the heart was made by X-ray
examination of the chest, transthoracic (TT) and transesophageal
(TE) echocardiography (EchoCG), multislice spiral computed
tomography (MSCT) and coronarography.

The purpose of the study is to analyze and evaluate the results of
clinical diagnosis and surgical treatment of patients with cardiac
echinococcosis.

The absence of pathognomonic clinical symptoms, nonexpression of clinical signs and laboratory changes and
inconstancy of serological reactions dictates the need for the use
of instrumental diagnostic methods.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In GU “RSNPMTSH named Acad. V. Vahidov” for the period
from 1994 to 2019, 73 (100%) patients had an echinococcosis of
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“external” suction, the cyst cavity was opened, i.e. a cystotomy
was performed, the cavity was treated with anti-scoliotic drugs
and the cavity was left wide open, creating a common cavity with
the pancreas cavity for permanent “irrigation” of the parasite's
cavity with blood.

Table 1. The nature of the defeat of the organs of echinococcosis
1st group
n=49 (67.1%)

2nd group
n=24(32.8%)

Heart

46

-

Pericardium

3

Affected organs

Heart + liver
Heart + lungs

-

5

Pericardium + lungs

-

9

Multifocal damage of the
chest organs

-

4

49

24

Total

In 6 cases, echinococcosis of the heart was combined with
parasitic liver damage and simultaneous intervention was
performed, that is, one-step - sequential EE was first performed
echinococcectomy (EE) from the heart with CPB, and then - EE
from the liver through upper median laparotomy access from
the capitol of the cyst bed. In 2 patients a phased correction
was performed, that is, first EE from the heart, and then, after
normalization of the general status of the patient, after 2-3
weeks the second stage of the operation - EE from the liver. The
postoperative period in patients with combined echinococcosis
of the heart and liver proceeded relatively smoothly.

6

Table 2. Topical localization of cysts in the heart
Location

n=73

%

Left ventricle

45

61.6

Pericardium

12

16.4

Interventricular septum

8

10.9

Right ventricle

3

4.1

Right atrium

2

2,7

Aortic arch

3

4.1

In 5 (8.9%) cases, combined heart and lung echinococcosis was
observed. At the same time, at the beginning of activity, surgical
correction was carried out in stages, in recent years, simultaneous
treatment tactics have been successfully applied.
In 9 cases, we observed a combined lesion of the pericardium
and lungs. In all cases, patients were successfully operated
from the thoracotomic access without CPB, simulated EE was
performed from the lung and pericardium with excision of the
latter. Pericardial cysts in these observations were located extra
pericardially. In one case, pneumonectomy was performed (due to
multifocal recurrent lung lesions) with EE from the pericardium.

MSCT makes it possible to identify very subtle structural
changes without resorting to invasive studies (6). On computer
tomograms, parasitic cysts are presented in the form of rounded
formations with clear even contours. Calcification of the cyst
greatly facilitates differentiation. Internal structures indicate
the presence of daughter cysts. MSCT provides valuable
information on the localization, size, and involvement of the
tissue surrounding the Echinococcus cyst.

In 2 (3.5%) cases, multifocal lesion of the heart, pericardium,
lungs and mediastinum occurred. Despite the prevalence of the
process and taking into account the possible danger of perforation
of the cyst and cardiac tamponade, patients were operated on
for health reasons. The size of the cysts ranged from 3 to 8 cm.
In the process of sternotomy, a clinical picture of anaphylactic
shock, which was fatal, was observed. On autopsy, multifocality
of parasitic lesions of the chest organs with perforation of cysts
in the heart cavity was confirmed.

Surgical intervention in 64.2% of cases was performed under
cardiopulmonary bypass (CPB) (75.0±7.6 min) and cardioplegic
arrest (45.3±4.9 min) with median sternotomy. In cases of
pericardial or combined echinococcosis of the pericardium and
lung, interventions were performed with thoracotomy.

In the postoperative period, all patients underwent three courses
of antihelmintic chemotherapy with mebendazole or albendazole
(10-15 mg /kg/day) with monthly intercourse intervals under the
control of blood tests (1,8).

Operations under conditions of CPB included a standard protocol
and antegrade crystalloid cold cardioplegia. After asystole, the
parasitic area was lined with a gauze pad, puncture of the cyst
cavity was performed in the most convex non-vascular part, then
its contents were removed by external suction; then cystotomy
and echinococcectomy were performed. The residual cavity was
treated with 30% sodium chloride solution or 80-100% glycerol
solution. If possible, partial pericystectomy was performed. The
area of cystotomy was sutured with a two-row etibond 2/0 suture the first row with U-shaped seams on the gaskets, the second row
- with a continuous blanket stitch. Cysts from the interventricular
septum were removed from the right atrial access. At the same
time, after puncture and aspiration of the cyst contents with an

RESULTS
Total postoperative mortality in groups was 6.8% (5 patients).
In the 1st group, 2 patients died in the early postoperative period.
One of these patients was diagnosed with coronary angiography
with a critical stenosis of the PILV. Simultaneous surgery was
performed - EE from the left ventricle and coronary artery
bypass surgery of the HMWH with CPB and CP arrest. The early
postoperative period was complicated by bleeding. Performed
resternotomy, debridement and stop bleeding. The patient died
from multiple organ failure; in the second case, the patient died
from bleeding due to a ruptured thinned left ventricular wall after
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removal of an intramurally located cyst.

development of anaphylactic shock is observed in 7–15% of
cases (8). Some authors describe cases of perforation of cysts
during cardiopulmonary resuscitation. In our study, 2 (3.5%)
patients died due to a breakthrough of hydatid cysts in the heart
cavity during the sternotomy stages, due to pressure on the
sternum during the latter.

In the 2nd group, mortality was 5.3% (3 patients). When the
echinococcal cyst of the interventricular septum was removed,
damage to the anterior interventricular artery occurred, which led
to the development of incurable cardiac weakness and was fatal.
In the postoperative period, antihelmintic therapy was carried out
according to the recommendations.

Echocardiography occupies a special place in the lifetime
diagnosis of cardiac echinococcosis (4,10). We consider it
expedient to carry out transesophageal EchoCG and MSCT for all
patients, which allows not only to detect cystic heart formation,
but also to detail the topographic graphic localization, the size
of the cyst and the relationship with the coronary vessels (10).
In the literature, the case of a multi-chamber echinococcosis
of the heart, simulating a picture of a polycystic myxoma of
the left atrium, is described. Only intraoperatively, the authors
managed to establish a clinical diagnosis: cardiac echinococcosis
(12). EchoCG also plays an important role in the postoperative
monitoring of patients and for the timely diagnosis of disease
recurrence (4,10).

Among non-fatal complications, ventricular arrhythmias most
often occurred, which were noted in the 1st group in 7 patients
(28%), and in the 2nd group - in 6 (19.3%). Heart failure in the
1st group was observed in 4 (16%), and in the 2nd group - in 5
(16.1%) patients. In 2 (8%) patients of the 1st group in the early
postoperative period, a clinical picture of compressive exudative
pericarditis was observed, which required drainage of the
pericardial cavity. 2 patients (one in each group) had pulmonary
complications. Complications from the organs of the abdominal
and pleural bands were not identified.
Changes in the volume-functional parameters of the heart were
not detected. Accumulation of fluid or suppuration of the residual
cavity was not detected. In the dynamics, a decrease in the
residual cavity was noted.

According to the world literature, surgical treatment is the
method of choice for echinococcosis of the heart (2,3,6,7,11).
When choosing surgical tactics, a number of authors prefer
operations on a “beating” heart from thoracotomic access,
especially in case of pericardial echinococcosis (8). Conducting
an operation on a “beating” heart to remove an echinococcal
cyst is associated with a number of complications, such as
dissemination of the cyst contents, the possibility of accidentally
taking nearby coronary vessels into the suture during the cardiac
cycle, puss perforation during the processing of the parasite bed ,
the risk of aero-bolia and non-radical removal with a high risk of
recurrence of the disease.

DISCUSSION
Echinococcosis of the heart is a rarely encountered parasitic
lesion, the frequency of occurrence of which, according to
different authors, does not exceed 2% (1,3,7). It is more often
observed in people of young age, mainly male (6,8,9). In our
study group, the average age of patients is 26.7±2.7 years, which
again indicates a high incidence rate among young people.
The clinical picture of the echinococcosis of the heart is nonspecific, depends on the location and size of the cysts, as well
as on the relationship with the adjacent cardiac structures (3,6).
Thus, in the course of the study, we did not reveal specific
symptoms characteristic of the echinococcosis of the heart,
although at the location of the cysts in the ventricular septum a
picture of atrioventricular block was observed.

In the analysis of the literature, it is established that every sixth
patient dies from bleeding during surgical treatment, especially if
the latter is not performed in conditions of CPB. Therefore, some
authors, fearing the occurrence of a number of complications
(bleeding, myocardial rupture, etc.), consider it expedient to
perform EE from the heart under the conditions of CPB and CP
arrest (2,3,6,7,12). We also consider it expedient and justified to
perform EE in the conditions of CPB and CP arrest.

In the world literature there is evidence that patients with heart
echinococcosis are hospitalized in hospitals with a clinic impaired
coronary blood flow (1,4,10). In our study, in 22.7% of cases in
the preoperative period, myocardial ischemia was detected on an
ECG, the signs of which disappeared after surgery. Only in one
case was required coronary artery bypass surgery due to critical
stenosis of the anterior interventricular artery. In the remaining
cases, ischemia was caused by compression of the nearby
coronary vessels with a tense parasitic cyst and was transient in
nature.

Regarding the number of operations for the removal of hydatid
cysts from the heart, it should be noted that the experience of a
single team of authors does not exceed 2-3 observations. In this
regard, only a few authors, such as Yu.L. Shevchenko. (2006),
Bouraoui H. et al. (2005), Orhan G. et al (2008), Kabbani S.S. et
al. (2007) have experience of echinococcectomy from the heart
in 5-19 patients. The doctor with the largest clinical experience is
Thameur H. et al. (2001) from Tunisia, who described 45 patients
with cardiac echinococcosis.

In our patient cohort, the combination of echinococcosis of the
heart and target organs was observed in 55.3% of cases; isolated
heart echinococcosis in - 44.6%.

Unfortunately, there is no single point of view regarding the
tactics of surgical treatment of combined echinococcosis of
the heart and organs of targets. Thus, in many sources, the

According to the literature, spontaneous perforation of the
cyst into the pericardial cavity or into the heart cavity with the
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phased removal of hydatid cysts is first reported from the target
organ, after a short period of time - from the heart (Aliyev, MA
et al. 1997). In contrast, Kabbani S.S. et al. (2007) in their 8
observations, the first stage of EE was performed from the heart,
in 3-6 months from the liver or lungs.

and after surgery. Fourth consider treatment with albendazole
prior to surgery as deadly and absolutely contraindicated due
to the softening of the parasite wall during treatment and the
multiplying danger of cyst rupture (1,7,12). Finally, the fifth
notes the low efficacy of chemotherapy even after the removal of
hydatid. We use chemotherapy only in the postoperative period
to prevent recurrence of the disease.

The modern level of development of cardiac anesthesiology
and cardiac surgery makes it possible to carry out simultaneous
operations successfully. According to N. O. Travin (8), in
echinococcosis of the pericardium and lungs, simultaneous
operations are possible, because the cysts are located in the
same anatomical cavity. The results of our research indicate that
simultaneous surgery is possible, even if the parasitic cyst is
located simultaneously in different anatomical cavities (thoracic
and abdominal).

Hospital mortality after surgical treatment is insufficiently
covered in the literature, since most observations involve single
operations. Thus, in 45 cases, according to Thameur H. et al.
(2001) mortality was observed in 5.5%, recurrence of the disease
- 4.4%; according to Elhattaoui M., et al. (2006) mortality was
observed in 28% of cases; according to Jerbi S. et al (2008) - in
20% of cases. Orhan G. et al. (2008) notes mortality and relapse
in 4% of cases. Our postoperative mortality was 6.8%.

Localization, size and relationships of echinococcal cyst are of
great importance for the selection of the optimal tactics of surgical
treatment. In cysts of the interventricular septum, especially
in the upper localization, there is a high risk of damage to the
anterior descending artery with the development of coronary
insufficiency or pathways with the development of complete
atrioventricular blockade with Morgagni-Adams-Stokes attacks.

In the postoperative period, non-fatal complications include
pericarditis, pleural effusions and rhythm disturbances (17). In
our study, rhythm disturbances were noted in 7 (28%) patients of
the 1st and in 6 (19.3%) patients of the 2nd group. EchoCG before
the postoperative periods showed no significant changes in the
volume-functional parameters of the heart.

CONCLUSION

The problem of residual cavity after EE from the heart,
especially with the so-called "big" cysts, still remains debatable.
Some authors fill the cavity of the parasite with a piece of
autopericardium or move a strand of the greater omentum
from the abdominal cavity into the cavity of the cyst (1,7,8).
With “large” intramural cysts of the left ventricle after EE,
a large cavity with thin walls remains and the risk of rupture
and development of the aneurysm is high. In such cases, we
performed partial pericystectomy, given the variant anatomy of
the coronary arteries. Pericystectomy - allows you to reduce the
depth of the "residual" cavity. Further, the LV wall was sutured
according to the Cooley method within the limits of healthy
tissues with a two-row suture with a 2/0 etibond thread - the first
row of U-shaped stitches on the pads, the second row - with a
continuous obivnyum stitch.

Echinococcosis of the heart is an intracardiac infection, the
treatment of which is carried out according to all the rules
of purulent-septic surgery. These operations required the
development of a new optimal surgical tactics, since an ideal
echinococcectomy, which involves the complete removal of a
cyst with a fibrous capsule, is unacceptable in cardiac surgery.

FINDINGS
Transthoracic EchoCG is a screening method for the diagnosis of
heart echinococcosis.
Patients with cardiac echinococcosis other than TT EchoCG, it is
necessary to conduct TEE and MSCT to select the optimal tactics
of surgical treatment.

Various antihelmintic agents are used to treat the residual cavity
of the cyst. The most reliable and suitable for practical use turned
out to be 30% sodium chloride solution and 80-100% glycerol
solution (1,7,8). These drugs are destroyed by protoscolecox
and acephalic cyst, which are responsible for the relapse of the
disease and do not possess toxic properties.

In 55.3% of cases, a combination of echinococcosis of the heart
and target organs was observed.
Echinococcectomy from the heart is advisable to perform in the
conditions of cardiopulmonary bypass and cardioplegic arrest.
Topographic anatomic features (size, location and relationships
with coronary vessels) of an echinococcal cyst are important in
developing optimal surgical tactics.

Despite the fact that historians of medicine ascribe the first
attempts at surgical treatment of parasitic cysts to Hippocrates,
so far there is no unanimity of experts about the choice of
the optimal strategy for the medical treatment of cardiac
echinococcosis. There are reports of positive results from
conservative treatment with albendazole. Other authors reduce
the scope of chemotherapy without surgical treatment of the
intervention only to patients with inoperable variants or who
refuse surgery. Others perform an intervention on the heart after
a course of chemotherapy, and also recommend, conduct therapy
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Compression therapy in Flebology
of Azerbaijan (survey results)
Abstract
This article reflects the results of a survey conducted among general and
cardiovascular surgeons working in the field of phlebology in Azerbaijan on
various aspects of compression therapy in venous pathologies. The questionnaire,
consisting of 23 questions, was answered by 30 respondents. The results of the
survey confirm that compression therapy plays a leading and important role in
the treatment of phlebological pathologies in Azerbaijan. It is shown that the
development of modern medical science and phlebological practice, changes in
the tactical approach to the structure of treatment, the wider application of new
mini-invasive interventions form new trends in the criteria for the appointment of
compression therapy
Keywords: Сompression therapy, venous insufficiency, phlebology, compression
knitwear

INTRODUCTION

Azerbaijani specialists attach great importance to compression
therapy not only in the manifestations of chronic venous diseases
(CVD), but also in cases of functional venous insufficiency.
15.4% of doctors believe that this method of treatment is not of
fundamental importance in phlebopathy. At the same time, there
is disagreement over the choice of type and class of compression.
Interestingly, prophylactic and grade 2 compression are
prescribed at the same frequency (26.9%), while grade 1 is
prescribed in 42.3% of cases. As for the types of compression,
the frequency of compression stockings was 63.6% higher than
others, and golf and tights were 40.9% and 22.7%, respectively.

In order to investigate the features of the application of
compression therapy (CT) in daily phlebological practice,
we conducted a survey among general surgeons and vascular
surgeons working in the field of phlebology on the basis of a
specially prepared questionnaire (1). We analyze the answers to
this survey and present the final results.
30 doctors took part in the survey. Their age was between 29-51
years (average age 38.9 years). Work experience in the field of
phlebology was 8.8 years (from 1 to 22 years). This indicator
allows us to say that the field of phlebology has developed more
actively in recent years, and the number of specialists dealing
with the problem of venous insufficiency has increased. The
analysis of the answers to the questions shows that despite the
adherence to general principles, the application of CT in the
practical activities of doctors is different.

Sclerotherapy is quite popular in the treatment of patients with
CVD. Traditionally, the greatest inconsistency has been found
in both sclerotherapy techniques and ideas regarding subsequent
compression. The results of the survey confirm this. In terms
of compression, first and second-class jerseys are the most
recommended - 38.5% each, with 77% of respondents preferring
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them for sclerotherapy of telangiectasia. 19.2% of people used
moderate elasticity bandages (EB) during sclerotherapy, and no
one used adhesive (EB). 5 out of 30 respondents (16.7%) do not
prescribe compression at all after stellar sclerotherapy (Figure 1).

However, the majority of doctors (30.8%) think that 3-4 weeks of
compression is enough (Table 2). These indicators are consistent
with CT research and meta-analysis, which did not reveal a
significant difference in long or short-term compressions in the
postoperative period (pain, edema, postoperative complications,
time to start active activity, etc.) (2). In cases of short stripping
and mini phlebectomy, 88.5% of doctors prescribe socks as a
universal compression option.
Table 2. C2 clinical class duration of compression therapy after
surgery for varicose veins (in%)
Answer option

Figure 1. Compression variant after sclerotherapy in C1 clinical class
varicose veins (%)

The answers to the question about the duration of continuous
compression after sclerotherapy were as follows: 34.6% of
respondents recommend short-term compression (up to 6 days),
and 26.9% prefer a period of 7-14 days. Physicians are more
cautious in sclerotherapy of reticular varicose veins - the duration
of continuous compression mentioned above is recommended
by 23.1% and 42.3% of respondents, and one in four consider it
necessary to prescribe compression for more than 14 days (Table
1).

Teleangiectasia

Reticular varicose

Not applicable

23.1

7.7

1-6 days

34.6

23.1

7-14 days

26.9

42.3

More than 14 days

15.4

26.9

Thermobliteration

1-2 weeks

0

23.1

3-4 weeks

30.8

61.5

1-2 months

46.2

19.2

3-6 months

23.1

7.7

7-12 months

3.9

0

The popularity and active role of minimally invasive endovasal
thermo-obliteration methods in Azerbaijani phlebology have
differed in the recommendations for postoperative compression.
Thus, the total duration of postoperative compression is
considered to be reduced by 0.5 months. 69.2% of respondents
think that the duration of compression can be shortened in these
clinical situations, and about 25% of the participants think that
there is no need for compression after thermo-obliteration.

Table 1. Duration of continuous compression therapy after
sclerotherapy in clinical class C1 varicose veins (in%)
Answer option

Stripping

When comparing endovasal radiofrequency and laser obliteration
methods, 76.9% of respondents reported no difference in
post-procedure compression duration. 19.2% reported shorter
compression time after endovenous laser obliteration, and
one person reported that no compression was used after
radiofrequency obliteration. This information is quite interesting
and has not been studied in other literature.
The questions in the questionnaire were devoted not only to
compression, but also to other factors to prevent postoperative
complications and side effects. Analysis of the appointments
after phlebectomy and endovasal interventions with stripping
showed that, specialists to the standards of postoperative
treatment accordingly 34.6% and 26.9% phlebotonics, 26.9%
and 11.5% - analgesics, 65.4% and 26.9% - antibiotics, 38.5%
and 26.9% non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, respectively
and after two interventions, it includes compression in 100% of
cases (Figure 2).

The importance of postoperative compression is beyond doubt in
any phlebologist. Compression stockings are used more (69.2%
of cases) than elastic bandages (50% of cases) during surgery.
In 100% of cases, only the medical class is recommended for
the purpose of this knitwear, and hospital knitwear does not
find a place in this segment. Although surgeons are interested in
asymmetric compression (AC) devices, their application in daily
surgical practice is still not routine. Although no phlebologist
considers it necessary to prescribe immediately after surgery
(AC), more than half of respondents (69.2%) use it when there
are certain indications (large diameter of the main artery, high
body weight of the patient, etc.). We believe that future clinical
trials may shed light on this issue.

The use of anticoagulants in the postoperative period after
standard phlebectomy was recommended by 57.7% of
physicians. On the other hand, 88.5% of respondents were in
favor of regular prophylactic appointment of anticoagulants after
thermo-obliteration. Although this issue remains controversial,
the general trend is that the formation of practical algorithms for
thermo-obliteration methods changes the frequency of various

When determining compression after standard phlebectomy with
stripping, a period of more than 1-2 months is preferred (46.2%).
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pharmacotherapeutic appointments over time in the postoperative
period. In daily phlebological practice, the individual approach
to the prevention of venous thromboembolic complications
should not be forgotten, and failure to take into account certain
risk factors can lead to serious adverse consequences (3).

specialists were Medi, Variton and TonusElast (65.4%, 38.5% and
30.8%, respectively). The RAL-GZ 387 standard is recognized
by 44% of professionals as an absolute quality standard, while
56% consider its existence desirable. The questionnaires included
questions about objections to various trademarks of compression
devices (without specifying specific criteria). The least criticism
was made by experts on the trademarks Medi, Sigvaris and
Variton.
Summing up the results of this survey, we can say that the
importance of compression as a basic and important method in
the conservative treatment of CVD is undoubted. At the same
time, we see that the development of medical science and
phlebological practice, changes in modern tactical approaches,
as well as the emergence of new mini-invasive techniques have
affected the basic principles of CT. There is also a need for
thorough clinical research to clarify the uncertainties in this area.
Competing interests: No company was involved in the
preparation of the article, the analysis of the answers given by
the respondents, their interpretation. No financial support was
provided to the author to conduct the survey and analyze the
results.

Figure 2. Comparative description of appointments after standard
phlebectomy and thermo-obliteration performed for C2 clinical class
varicose veins

In the analysis of various clinical situations in which compression
therapy is used, it should be noted that even in the treatment of
edema in the lower extremities in post-thrombotic disease; in
most cases, universal compression means are recommended, not
the elastic bandage (11.5%). Even at the beginning of treatment,
88.5% of respondents prefer this type of compression. In the case
of open venous ulcers of the calf (clinical class C6 according to
the CEAP classification), special anti-ulcer compression systems
(38.5%) and socks with a degree of compression class 2 (42.3%)
are preferred.

Financial Disclosure: There are no financial supports.
Data Availability Statement: The data that support the findings
of this study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.
Study Association: This study is not associated with any thesis
or dissertation work.
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Stem cell treatment perspectives for
cardiovascular diseases
Abstract
Ischemic cardiomyopathy is becoming a leading cause of morbidity and mortality
in the whole world. Ischemic injury to the heart muscle often results in irreversible
loss of myocardial tissue. At the latest stage the treatment of cardiac failure is
the heart transplantation. But wide prevalence of heart failure coupled with lack
of appropriate donors, makes the transplantation a non-sustainable solution for
organ failure treatment . Thus, the insufficiency of current treatment method
for cardiovascular diseases makes it necessary to explore and develop safe and
effective alternatives. In order to repair and regenerate functional tissues or
organs, researchers have focused on regenerative medicine. Recent developments
in stem cell therapy provide new hopes in treatment of diseases that yet cannot be
treated. There are no doubts that in the near future stem cells therapy will prove
effective for cardiovascular diseases.
Keywords: Ischemic cardiomyopathy, stem cells, regenerative therapy

INTRODUCTION

myocardial infraction are made in surgery, surgical intervention
itself is limited to procedures on major vessels (3). On the other
hand, microangiopathy, microcirculation failure, diffuse coronary
disease, multiple interventions and surgeries, arterio-venous
conduit insufficiency make the ischemia persistent as a main
reason for inoperable condition. Continuing ischemia causes the
death of cardiomyocytes, which, in turn, gets substituted with
fibroblasts, resulting in cardiac muscle being substituted with
fibrous, non-contracting tissue. This staged process called cardiac
remodeling, causing pathologic dilatation and cardiac failure (4).
At the latest stage the treatment of cardiac failure is the heart
transplantation. Wide prevalence of heart failure coupled with
lack of appropriate donors, makes the transplantation a nonsustainable solution for organ failure treatment (5). Thus, the
insufficiency of current treatment method for cardiovascular
diseases makes it necessary to explore and develop safe and
effective alternatives.

Ischemic diseases had become a leading cause of death with
social development and improvement of life standards. According
to WHO statistics each year 17.9 million people die due to
cardiovascular diseases, which is 31% of total mortality. 85%
of this data account for myocardial infarction and brain stroke
(1). Just in the USA 1 million people get myocardial infarction
every year, with vast majority of them resulting in heart failure.
Great number of patients, along with expensive treatment, makes
cardiovascular diseases a huge economic burden (2).
There are different types of treatment of ischemic heart diseases
and its complications in modern medicine, that already had
become a standard. Though cardiac resynchronization, coronary
angioplasty, coronary by-pass surgery, use of VAD (ventricular
assist devices) and some medications are available for treatment.
Most of them are palliative purposes as they only improve the
quality of life of a patient, not being able to stop the progress of the
disease itself. Although major achievements in the treatment of

Until recently the heart was considered a terminal stage
differentiated organ with no regeneration capacity. However,
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it was recently confirmed that depending on age the annual
regeneration rate of cardiomyocytes is a 0.4-1%. It should be
mentioned that the number of myocytes lost during infarction
is about a billion, which is about 25% of the left ventricle (the
number of cardiomyocytes in the left ventricle is 2-4 billion)
(6). The ability of 1% of cardiomyocytes to renew itself doesn’t
create an opportunity to fight against such serious lesions as
large-scale myocardial infarction. The apoptosis and necrosis
of cardiomyocytes due to ischemia violate the geometry of left
ventricle giving a start to ventricle remodeling, hypertrophy and
substitution of myocardia with scar tissue as a result of activation
of fibroblasts (7). These changes are peculiar to cardiomyopathy.

under special conditions to multiply through endless division.
As the separation of undifferentiated cell is very difficult, the
formation of teratoma is reported. Thus, embryonal cell are
prone to tumor formation. This imposes limitation on the use of
this group of cell (13,14).
Induced pluripotent cells (iPSC)
During 2006-2009 successful reprograming of somatic cells,
similar to stem cells was reported by 3 independent groups.
For the first time the Nobel price laureate Yamanaka et.al. had
successfully reprogramed fibroblasts of mice. Later iPSC was
obtained from human skin fibroblasts (15). iPS cells are those
originating from somatic cells with the expression of embryonal
genes or genes called “Yamanaka’s factor” (Okt4/3, c-Myc,
Klf4, etc.). The following are the advantages of embryonal and
induced pluripotent cells: pluripotency (ability to proliferate and
differentiate unlimited, give origin to any type of cells), in vitro
effective expansion, possibility to create a cells bank, as well as
autogenic cells in iPSC sample. However, regardless of these, the
production of the final therapeutic product requires a lot of time,
as a result, micro-RNA gets out of control leading to genetic
anomalies, the risk of teratoma developing from final cells, on
top of that use of allogenic embryonal cell induces immune
system reaction which may lead to acute complications limits the
use of such cells and requires additional research in future (12).

Classification of stem cells
Real stem cells have special, determinant features or criteria:
1.

Proliferation (self-renewal, unlimited duplication without
differentiation)

2.

Differentiation (get transformed into different types of cells)
(8). Stem cells are mostly classified based on ability to
differentiate and on origin.

Based on differentiation ability stem cells are divided in
to totipotent, pluripotent, multipotent and unipotent types.
Totipotency is the feature of cells that can differentiate in to any
type of embryonal and extra-embryonal cells. It is possible to get
an entire organism from cells of an embryo that appears from
fertilized cell. Pluripotent cell are more specialized, maintain
functions of renewal and differentiation, can give origin to the
cells of all three layers (ecto-, meso- and endodermal) of an
embryo, however they do not have an ability to form an entire
organism (for example, embryonal cells). Multipotent cells are
even more specialized, have already differentiated in to ecto-,
meso- and endodermal cells and can give an origin to most of
tissue cells. They are referred to hemopoietic and mesenchymal
cells. Unipotent cells already lost the feature of renewal, however,
can give and origin to any type of cells.

The primary objective of somatic cell reprograming, and
production of iPSC is to release somatic cells from own features
and bring them back to the stage of embryonal cells. Though
Yamanaka group’s first experiments proved this, later studies
showed iPSC preserving donor cells genetic template. It is
important to take that into account during clinical studies and
organ remodeling (16). On the other hand, unlike ESC, as iPSC
production doesn’t require destruction of embryo, not ethic issue
emerges. However, some other ethic issues started to appear with
regards to iPSC. One speaks here about human embryo and, even
more important, human-animal chimeras appearing as a result
of genetic engineering. Nevertheless, the progress in stem cell
technology pushes scientists towards using iPSC human heart
models to conduct basic research (17).

Based on origin stem cell are divided in to 2 groups
Embryonal and tissue originated (somatic) cell (9). Somatic cell,
in turn, are divided in to cells originating from fetal (placenta,
amniotic fluid, umbilical cord) and matured different tissue (bone
marrow, skin, peripheric blood, heart, etc.) cells (10). Recently
two more sub-groups of tissue originated cells are explored:
induced pluripotent cells and induced tissue specific stem (11).

Mature stem cells
The history of mature stem cells start with the discovery of
hemopoietic stem cells in a bone marrow back in 1909 (18).
Mature or somatic cells, being the formation of multipotent stem
and progenitor cells, can be obtained from different vascularized
tissues (bone marrow, skeletal muscles, adipose tissue, lungs,
heart). Most frequently used cells are: mononuclear cells from
bone marrow, hemopoietic stem cells, endothelial progenitor
cells, cardiac and mesenchymal stem cells (19). The primary
function and duties of these cells is to ensure mature tissue
homeostasis, to a limited extend, the tissue regeneration.
However these cells have some disadvantages: they are very few
in number in mature tissues, have limited ability to differentiate,
it is difficult to obtain them in a number sufficient for therapeutic

In modern medicine two types of stem cells are used for cardiac
regeneration: multipotent-adult (matured) or somatic stem cells
and pluripotent (embryogenic) or induced pluripotent (iPSC)
cells. From the perspective of a potential therapeutic effect the
first two groups have their own advantages and shortcomings
(12).
Embryonal cells. Embryonal cells appear from 8-cell stage
(around 5-7 days since conception) as next one after the germ.
ESC, after extraction from internal cell of blastocyst, are placed
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purposes, immunogenicity and arrythmia pertinent to stem cell
transplantation. In terms of cardiac regeneration, different types
of stem cells had been used over the last decade, researches were
performed, mechanism of action and efficiency was studied (20).

electrophysiology (21).
Currently researchers are focused on exocrine function of
stem cells. Regenerative medicine had discovered extracellular
vesicle (particles) for about 40 years now, however, only
recently the role of these particles in angiogenesis and cell-tocell communication became known. There are 3 different types
of extracellular vesicles: exosomes, microvesicles and apoptotic
bodies. Based on the content there are divided into protein, lipid
nucleic acid carriers. Clinical practice mostly employs somatic
multipotent cells for real regeneration of cardiomyocytes, and
since the low level of survival and differentiation potential in
the ischemic zone became known the attention shifted towards
paracrine effect of transplanted stem cells (4).

Potential therapeutic features of stem cells
There are two different, yet complementing each over at the same
time objectives of the stem cell therapy:
1.

The direct substitution of damaged myocardia with
contractile cardiomyocytes;

2.

Influencing endogenous rehabilitation processes like
angiogenesis, inflammation, apoptosis and fibrosis by means
of paracrine (local cell-to-cell) effects. Lets review both of
them individually (21).

Stem cells delivery methods

1) The direct cell or tissue substitution is the most desirable
strategy in the field of myocardial muscle and function
rehabilitation. Direct mechanism of action entails the
substitution of necrotized cardiomyocytes with new functional
cardiomyocytes and vascularized cells through proliferation and
subsequent differentiation of stem cells (22). Rehabilitation of
cardiac muscle is the only effective strategy against irreversible
fibrosis and remodeling due to ischemia. However, in modern
terms, the substitution therapy is still inaccessible. Regardless to
first promising attempts, it has become apparent that non-cardiac
cells from bone marrow or cells obtained from mature cardiac
tissue later become ineffective or have no cardiomyogenic effect
(23,24). Such cells mostly perform through non-contractile
mechanisms (25,26). In contrary, pluripotent cells (ESC, iPSC)
had manifested clear muscle rehabilitation potential during
pre-clinical studies. However, muscle rehabilitation by itself
has some questions yet to be answered: new myocardia can be
arythmogenic or may require long-term immune suppressive
strategies for successful cell implantation (21).

Currently these methods include transvascular and direct left
ventricle (intramyocardial) delivery methods. Transvascular, in
turn, include intracoronary, intravenous methods and stem cell
mobilization. The most widespread are the following.
Intracoronary is the infusion of stem cells into coronary artery
during the short-term balloon occlusion with central canal.
Thus, temporary suspension of coronary flow prevents the
dispersion of cells and provides for sufficient time for cells to
migrate (extra-vasal) into myocardia itself (22). Distribution
of cells into the zone of infarction, relatively easy and minimal
invasive method, no need for additional equipment and extra
expenditure, accessibility are used to describe positive aspects of
this method yet there are some shortcomings as well: possibility
of microcirculation occlusion with big cells, impossibility of cell
delivery in the basin of completely occluded vessel.
Direct left ventricle (intramyocardial) infusion
Stem cell intramyocardial infusion is used as an alternative
when trans-vascular method is not possible due to coronary
artery occlusion or weak concentration, centralization signals.
Preclinical studies showed that compare to intracoronary
method, intramyocardial infusion provides for much higher level
of retention of stem cells (26). However, though infusion creates
some isle of stem cells, weak blood supply in the ischemic or
scarry area compromises survival conditions, these isles can
violate the architectonics of the myocardia and transform in to
potential arrythmia site. Direct infusion is an advantage for use of
big size cells. It should be noted that injection into a softened and
weakened myocardia may be technically a challenge, resulting
in perforation.
In general, there are trans-epicardial and trans-endocardial ways
of injection. Trans-epicardial method can be employed as an
extra procedure during coronary surgery under the visual control.
Infusion into scarry zone of myocardia or new infarction zones
allows for direct visual control, however, coupling with coronary
by-pass prevents from objective assessment of the treatment
outcomes (27).

2) The second mechanism is called non-contractile or paracrine.
An indirect action of stem cell on to the heart and vascular
network is, reportedly, mediated by wide-range mediators,
cytokines, chemokines, and growth factor production or release.
The peculiarities of such mediators depend on implanted stem
cells and the surrounding tissues environment of a recipient. A
number of processes are related to paracrine effects:
1.

Activation and proliferation of endogenic cardiac progenitor
cells,

2.

Activation of neovascularization through mobilization of
different chemokines and proangiogenic factors, endogenic
endothelial and progenitor cells,

3.

Inhibition of apoptosis and myocyte hypertrophy,

4.

Suppression of inflammation and immune regulation,

5.

Remodeling of extra-cellular matrix, control over collagen
synthesis and fibrosis,
Positive impact on myocardial metabolism and

6.
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Trans-endocardial infusion is about delivering stem cells, using a
special catheter, on to the internal surface of left ventricle through
aortal valve. A special 3D fluoroscopic catheter system provides
for myocardial mapping, fibrosis, hibernation, contractile
dysfunction, living tissue differentiation and delivery of stem
cells into targeted area. However, cell isles at the injection spot
may cause the death of cells due to inadequate blood supply.
Along with factors, the way of cell delivery is one of important
once, and choice depends, proper evaluation, doctor’s experience
and approach.

quality of life and life expectancy (29).
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Stem cell treatment outcomes
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The 7th “Baku Heart Days” International Congress dedicated
to the 98th anniversary of national leader Heydar Aliyev
took place.

“Valve patch technique for repair of large ventricular
septal defect with severe pulmonary hypertension: longterm results”, “Surgical treatment of complex malposition
of great arteries”, “Heterotaxy syndrome. Analysis of
outcomes”, “Robotic Valve Surgery: Status of Art 2021”,

The convention held by the Azerbaijan Society of
Cardiovascular Surgery (AUDCC) and due to the global
COVID-19 pandemic, the event took place online.
The two-day event “Baku International Heart Days”, the 7
International Convention, attended by cardiologists and
cardiac surgeons from nearly 20 countries, included the
most pressing issues in cardiovascular disease and its
treatment, including the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic
on heart disease and the world’s leading treatment of these
diseases in the countries was discussed.

th

Specialists in cardiology and cardiovascular surgery, as
well as other experts in the field, were able to attend the
congress as observers and address their questions to
the lecturers. In total, about 500 local and foreign experts
watched the convention live for two days.

“The patient selection for Minimal Invasive CABG”,
“Advantage of multiple arterial grafts for coronary
revascularization (CABG)”, “Ischemia Trial - What are the
important points which all heart surgeons need to know?”,
“Acute aortic dissection. Current knowledge, evidence and
practice”, “Cardiac surgery during the pandemic. What
happened?”, “Implantation of MCS devices as a Bailout
Strategy for Countries with Shortage of Organ Donors”,
“Minimal Invasive Strategies for VAD Implantation” and
shared their experiences on other topical issues and
answered participants’ questions.
The congress also organized a joint meeting with the
Congenital Heart Academy on “Understanding better
Hypoplastic Left Heart Syndrome” and exchanged
theoretical and practical experiences. It should be noted
that at the meeting of the Scientific-Medical Council of
the Ministry of Health of Azerbaijan, the 7th International
Congress “Baku Heart Days” was recognized as an event
providing continuing medical education and the congress
was awarded 16 credit points for its representation.

The chairman of the Azerbaijan Society of Cardiovascular
Surgery, Professor Kamran Musayev, said that congenital
heart defects were discussed at a separate session in
the convention in cooperation with the World Society of
Pediatric Cardiology and Cardiac Surgery: “In previous
conferences, we gave lectures to both local and foreign
experts. This time we decided to select speakers only from
foreign experts. The main reason for this is the limited
opportunities for our local specialists to participate in
conferences organized abroad during the pandemic.

It is worth noting that the “Baku Heart Days” International
Congress has been organized biannually since 2009.
A series of events were held dedicated to “World Heart
Day”

It should be noted that speeches from different countries
took place in the convention.

On September 29th - In connection with the World Heart
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Day, various actions and events are held every year at the
initiative of the World Heart Federation.

Kamran Ahmadov delivered a lecture on “TOF: Surgical
approach.”

The Azerbaijan Society of Cardiovascular Surgery
celebrated World Heart Day this year just like every year
with a series of events.

Differing viewpoints were exchanged and the questions of
young doctors were answered.
Examination campaign for children with mental and
physical disabilities

Scientific-practical assembly
On September 29th - In connection with the “World Heart
Day”, a scientific meeting with the participation of pediatric
cardiologists and cardiac surgeons was organized by the
Azerbaijan Society of Cardiovascular Surgery.

Members of the convention who are a group of doctors and
nurses, examined children in the Shagan settlement who
are living in boarding houses for children with mental and
physical disabilities. The examiners were pediatricians,
cardiologists, cardiac surgeons and psychiatrists. After the
examination, a course of treatment was prescribed.

With the support of the KRKA company the program of
the meeting was held, first the President of the Society
Prof. Dr. Kamran Musayev informed the congregation
with the essence of the “World Heart Day” and the events
associated with this day.

In accordance with the course of treatment prescribed by
the medical team of the Central Clinic, the KRKA Company
provided them with the necessary medicines.

The general topic of discussion at the meeting was the
“Tetralogy of Fallot”. Dr. Elshan Rzayev talked about “
Anatomy and pathophysiology of the TOF”, Dr. Veli Behbudov
spoke about “Pre and post operative assessment”. And Dr.

The Chairman of the AzJCVS, Chief Physician of the
Central Clinical Hospital, Professor Kamran Musayev said
that such charity events are regularly organized. He also
stated that such actions will continue in the future.
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